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QUESTION 1

Dreamscape flowers is looking to launch a public site for its current customers and prospects. 

Which three actions are performed automatically when a site is created Expense Cloud? Choose 3 answers 

A. Creation of a guest role 

B. Creation of moderation criteria that are applied only to guest users 

C. Creation of a guest profile 

D. Creation of sharing mechanisms that are available only to guest users 

E. Creation of a guest user record 

Correct Answer: CDE 

 

 

QUESTION 2

The Salesforce Administrator at Universal Containers (UC) has set up topics. UC is going through a rebranding phase
and wants to simplify topics but keep articles that have been assigned to the topics. How should the Salesforce
Administrator accomplish this? 

A. Mark old topics as Inactive and assign articles to the new active topics. 

B. Merge similar topics in Content Management. 

C. Delete existing topics and assign articles to newly created topics. 

D. Keep existing topics and reassign articles to newly created topics. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 3

A consultant is setting up an experience for a client in a new org. The client insists on using standard profiles for
external users. 

Which step is required in order to use standard profiles in an experience? 

A. Allow using standard external profiles for self-registration, user creation, and logging\\'\\' must be enabled. 

B. Create a permission set with `\\' Allow standard external profiles\\' check assign to all external users. 

C. Ensure the standard profile have Allow using standard external profiles for self- registration, user creation, and login\\'
set to True. 

D. Customer Community Plus Login Experience license need to be used. 
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Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 4

A consultant is in the process of designing the sharing and visibility model for Cloud (CK) new hiking site built on
experience Cloud. The consultant knows that CK plans to use the Customer Community License type. What limitations
should the consultant consider related to sharing and visibility for this license type? 

A. All site users that require access to certain records for certain objects have the proper Sharing set. 

B. Any site users that require access to specific records have the proper Sharing Rule. 

C. All site users that require access to all records across all objects have the proper Sharing Set. 

D. All site users have the appropriate role assigned. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 5

DreamHouse Realty (DR) plans to expand its business by offering insurance products ta home buyers. DR will use its
network of independent agents to manage claims in their region. Agents will need to work with DR on settlement and
adjustment approvals. 

What should the Experience Cloud consultant recommend? 

A. Create a peer-to-peer forum for agents and share the URL with employees. 

B. Create a digital experience for agents and share the URL with employees. 

C. Create a digital experience for agents and an app for employees. 

D. Create a self-service community for agents and an app for employees. 

Correct Answer: C 
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